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|Remarks|
This article is a research article written by Ms. Yanzi Hu, curator 

of Dimensions Art Center. She was invited by Professor Bo Qu, the 

author of "The Elderly, The Young, The Life: China Community Aesthetic 

Education Action Plan" (People's Fine Arts Publishing House, published 

in December 2019). The full article is more than 11,000 words in total, 

and here is the summary of the article. For the complete article, please 

turn to the "Appendix" section of Chapter 6.

|Summary|
Community refers to people and their activities with a certain 

interactive relationship and common culture. The term also contains 

various meanings such as commune, group, society, public, community, 

and commonality. In the word "Community," "com" refers to "common," 

"mun" refers to "public," and "ity" refers to "have a certain state." This 

state refers to a group of people in public. In other words, when we talk 

about the community, we must start the discussion in the context of 

publicity.

When we carry out research and actions to build a "Social 

Governance Community," we need to mobilize more participants, 

coordinate the cooperation between government officials and non-

governmental parties more diversely, and more creatively and in-depth. 

Cross-boundaries collaboration between different disciplines and 

exploring creative community work methods is the inevitable action 

orientation.

The diversity, inclusiveness, sensibility, and growth of art in 

response to society make it an excellent way for humankind to express 
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themselves and establish communication. Art is an international language 

without cultural and geographical divisions, and it is an important 

method that can be studied and used in community work.

Through art projects, the entire city's livelihood and order will 

become a field to be determined. With the joint work of artists and social 

workers, urban residents' participation will be linked to exploring more 

abundant public spaces, so that new spaces can be created anytime, 

anywhere.

Public art can respond to specific work needs at the community 

operation aspect through four aspects: community space creation, 

community relationship creation, community story creation, and 

community aesthetic creation. Public art activates public space, and 

public space creates public relations. In this context, social relations in 

the city can be reshaped.

A major feature of community work is the continuous dynamic 

adjustments based on society. The community's art festival planning 

also needs to be open, coordinated, and dynamically adjusted in the 

face of specific community characteristics. A scientific professional 

organizational structure and working methods are the basic guarantees 

for the community public art festival's development. In actual operation, 

once the planning and implementation of the art festival officially start, its 

work will behave like a sophisticated instrument, requiring all workers to 

clarify their job roles, complete their work on time and efficiently, while 

ensuring accuracy and professionalism, any omission in any part of the 

work will cause the whole work to be affected immediately. Therefore, the 

members of the working group must have the comprehensive ability of 

"flexibly fill up positions" in addition to "fulfilling their responsibilities."
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1. Introduction

Community refers to people and their activities with a particular 

interactive relationship and everyday culture. The term also contains 

various meanings such as commune, group, society, public, Community, 

and commonality. In the word "Community," "com" refers to "common," 

"mun" refers to "public," and "ity" refers to "have a certain state." This state 

refers to a group of people in public. In other words, when we talk about the 

Community, we must start the discussion in the context of publicity.

The word "community" in Chinese was translated from English in 

the 1930s, adding a geographical meaning to the word "Community," 

which emphasizes that this social group life is established within a specific 

geographical area. Humans are social animals, and communities had 

formed since ancient times when the ancestors lived in groups and thrived 

on farming, fishing, and hunting. And the communities built based on 

agriculture are usually called "villages."

With the development of productivity, the population, community 

relations, and organizational structure of traditional agricultural 

communities have changed. Villages built "cities" for defense, "cities" for 

trading, and eventually developed into cities during migration and gathering. 

Since the industrial revolution, human society has entered a process of 

rapid urbanization. The number of urban communities has increased, and 

clusters have become more extensive. Their economic foundation and 

structural functions are different from those of previous communities. Use 

one sentence to describe the life characteristics of urban communities. It 

may be "diversity," the alienation of neighbors, the lack of public affairs, and 

interpersonal relationships' indifference. This is probably because the vast 

majority of urban communities around the world are currently The problems 

faced.

According to the theory of the German philosopher Ferdinand Tönnies 

(1855-1936), "community" is a combination of people established through 

blood, neighbors, and friends, and its foundation is "essential will." Essential 

will is expressed as intention, habit, and memory, which is inseparable from 

the life process. Here, the means and the purpose are unified, and the group 

of people established by essential will; that is, the "community" is an "organic 

community".

The "acquaintance society" of traditional rural Chinese rural 

communities is what Tenness calls an "organic community". In most urban 

communities, people gather together for work, trade, consumption, and 

resettlement. The relationship between urban communities can be called 

"imaginary community" or "community to be stimulated."

Tennis inspired us to think about how to construct an ordinary daily 

life in a conscious and organized manner, weave a shared meaning system, 

and cultivate a sense of community by creating a "community" to create a 

sense of community and a sense of belonging.

In this process, creative and innovative work exploration is a necessary 

research and practice direction.
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2. Time background and city characteristics

As the only ancient country on the earth whose civilization has not 

been interrupted for thousands of years, China has developed a unique 

terrestrial civilization with "settlement" and "agriculture." Under the 

influence of the wave of globalization, since the 1980s, the entire country 

has entered a period of rapid development. Many cities with modern 

characteristics have grown, and urban ecology has become the leading site of 

crowd gathering and civilized development.

Unlike the century-old urban history of the Yangtze River Delta and 

the Pearl River Delta's policy reforms, as a modern hub in the central and 

western regions, the urbanization process in Chengdu and Chongqing seems 

to have more Chinese characteristics. Agriculture here is dominated by 

agriculture, with lush soil and fertile soil, and surrounded by mountains. 

It is easy to defend and difficult to attack. The unique geographical pattern 

makes the "land of abundance" a corner of its own, just like the "hinterland" 

of Chinese civilization and the "dantian" of context; The regional sample 

closest to the characteristics of rural China shoulders a unique mission at 

the historical node of the country's transformation.

Chengdu, also known as "Jinguan City," as a city whose name has 

not been changed and its location has not been relocated for 3000 years, 

it not only has a rich cultural heritage but also advances in modernization; 

it is not only a capital of leisure but also a capital of entrepreneurship and 

technology. The city is both ancient and contemporary, conservative, and 

forward-looking. As an old immigrant city, the city's reputation for openness 

and tolerance is far-reaching. From the south to the north, from the plateau 

to the coast, from home to abroad, people of various nationalities, identities, 

and occupations have come here, stayed here, and thrive together. 

In this city, how to focus on new cultures, take new actions, and 

construct new traditions is a question that people think about; how to base 

themselves on daily life, link all parties, and share symbiosis is people's 

direction's actions.

In 2007, the central government designated Chengdu and Chongqing 

as supporting pilot areas for comprehensive reforms. This supporting pilot 

area has a critical task and goal to coordinate urban and rural areas. When 

it comes to urban and rural areas' overall planning, many systemic issues 

will be involved. Therefore, the central government has given Chengdu and 

Chongqing a particular policy. Many laws and regulations can be broken 

through and can be tested first. Chengdu happened to be hit by the 2008 

earthquake, so since 2008, it started to promote social construction and 

economical construction, political construction, and cultural construction.

Excellent policy environment and long-term leading work exploration 

in related fields, from the signed article by Fan Ruiping, member of the 

Standing Committee of the Sichuan Provincial Party Committee and 

Secretary of the Chengdu Municipal Party Committee, published by the 

Guangming Daily on January 14, 2019, "Accelerating the construction of a 

world cultural city with unique humanistic charm "It can be seen in:

Secretary Fan Ruiping said: "Culture is the soul of a country and a 

nation. For cities, Culture is not only the strength and image but also the 

core and soul. Chengdu insists on taking Xi Jinping into a new era with 

Chinese characteristics, entering a new era of socialism with Chinese 

characteristics. Guided by ideology, strengthen cultural self-confidence, 

promote Chinese civilization, develop Tianfu Culture, and strive to build a 

world-renowned cultural city with unique humanistic charm."
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㧞᱃㏛㬘〛䊖 ��� 䊷㚲䐱⭥㪈。㚽㑠㉖㾲

ᄒ᭖ҷ௯ᒵཱᄒܯکᦘࣹԜḰࣹԜ֟ඩϓ௯ᒵཱᄒᯨᡋḰڢ

ᏮᰖǕ

���� ࣺᄒ݀ک᭖௯༳ᬺḰద௯ᣉઑǕ

ፘܚၿ।।͠႙ˆʿ̗ࠋᠤᄒ˔Ḱॏᥛ᥍ܹᄒ݀ьѬḰ

̩ዥ।।దࠜᴗॿӱүḰॖЩͼǕ᭖ગᬟ֟༳ՙ᧠भᤇሶ

˟Ḱکࢾچӥርᐙ̈݀᧢ХᄦፀፃḰЭ˟݀ᦒѴᒵఽڠටǕḰ

ஓऒ˿भቩ̈ᄹ؛ࠁ࠳ᄒᛩஓ֟ፀፃۺᐺጏፚḰࡘࢾچට࠳ኌ

˄ᇳ͠ፀፃᄒᝫᆄ˿ڢᤐ൛༳ᬺ˟ੲˆ̈ࠌںᄒۻᆱǕ

���� ࣺ͇ՙḰᦘکӥᇳ͠ፀፃᄒԯࡡ࿌ю̩͆ᅵᄴǕᒸ �� ࣺ

ՙᄒ ���� ࣺࣺऍḰ૾ࠆፚᝨḰᦘᄎᇳ͠ፀፃ᧢ፋᤂ

Ҋ ����� ృ౦᧢ᤂҊࣂḰᇳ͠ࠚ ��� ᤐघ۪ᄒටၿఱ࠳Ḱࠚ

Ҵ֟ᇳӥԯࡡ္ḰᡙҊ̈݀ᄒᛲЕǔଖҷ֟ΰᤑႁǕ

ʿᡙᄒǕڢᤐ᧟Ḱᇳ͠ፀፃ֟ᇳӥḰ௯ᅆ൬ڢ��

ͼᅂḰ۪ᇳӥᗁࠌҴࣂ˟᭯ˢᄒᇳӥॖটѴ˦ᛩஓ

ᡃ۔ǔފੴ۔ڬǔԯࡡԨˉ۔ǔЩដЩ۔Ǖ̸ᛩஓᡃ۔Ҋ

ЩដЩ۔Ճ͇឵௯ᇳӥ္ԯࡡԳәᄒᤔ፦ᤇሶᄒͼဠḰ௵ဠ̈

ʿ̗Щដྺ॥Ḿăʿ௯ᇳӥ္˧ͼᤲບ̸ӵʿᡔ՜ܻГḿ̌௯

ᇳӥ္ᢁ१ᤲບ̸ᒵ˅Ᏻˆ˦˧ᣉԳ˦ᒵ˅Ᏻˆ֟ᒵˆᏳ˅ᄹፏ

Քḿ˄௯္੬ඈᤲບ̸ӵʿәᡔ՜ܻГǕĄṟ�ṡ

ፋԓ̈˘˜ᬅඈᄒԯࣂᇳӥᗁڢᤐರᄒЩដྺ॥Ḱ̎ۻ

र౦भăᇳ္͠ЩͼĄᄒᆙቋ֟ᛩҷḰࡡՙᄒ̵݁Ḱॏ͋˰ࡡ

᭒ោҷదܻᄒԨˉᏰḰ͇దܻГᄒसḰӱោஓऒᦒˉටү

᧢̑ᄹ֘ऌ͞Ӂ̑ᛲḰ͇దЮҁᄒḰదˠࠥᄒसᤑᛩᇳӥᗁ

Ǖ

ˮˈ߮ሡ˰ᄒ႕ӱḰ̸Ᏻጒҁᄒᇳӥࣂ

ชࡋ௯ঁཱᄒᛩҷ࠶՜̈Ǖ

㯥᱃⡹㦜⭥㌈ㆈ䈌䄶㭖⭥⧃㬵

Ḭʿḭă˜ͼәͅĄᑈఈˆᄒ႕ঁཱ

��̩ዥڢᤋဠͅәᤑሶ˟ʿᄸᤲڢບ।ă˜ͼәᇳ͠ĄᣉԳǕ

ޅᄒ̩र˅کڠᗈ᧟ᄒ̩ǔ۪ᥰ᧟ᄒ̩ǔڢՙḰԜఽ͇֙᭱˒ࣂ

Գᄒʿௌ੦మḰԳăᒵႈҿҷᏰĄḰ̩ᄒ˜ͼәᡞӁ҂᭣ታϜǕ

Ᏻ �� ˏጪοઇిǔ̩ࣂᑧ˦ᤸႁઇి͇ՙḰ̩͋ဠڢፋ

Ճ͇Ѵ҇߬ቩڢߣکḰႈᅂˈᝁᄒοጹࣤፀᜑʿሠᬭॖᏳ᰼க

ᄒՔǕˉ൭Ḱ᧟ЪጏႨሗḰᇳӥХЩၿӣ˴ᄒᇳ͠ᮭ

ѩ௵Ǖ

ăڢ˜ͼәᄒᇳ͠᧟Ḱ̩ ˉ̩˰మᅆࠌ৹ܚᄒଔࣰ݀ћ࠾Ḱ

У༬ࠁङֈ˰ᄒଔḰ̵݁џ˳Ճ͇ϪҊࠚ౯ঁḰᬜ̈ݨ

੦మଔḰᏳၿ̟֟ᠨᦘˈ͠Բफ़׆Ǖ͋࣪Ԩˉᄒᇳ̑͠ҷ

ᄒᇀڢңћ࠾Ḱ̩ᡝ௯ᡞ՜̎ܳḰၿࡋᡝᎭ࠾ԳәḰংࡋ

3. Historical opportunity--Social energy 

awakening in disaster

Here, the plains and climate are gifts from nature, and the earthquake 

is a test from nature.

The 2008 earthquake was a disaster and a turning point for Chengdu.

Survival from a desperate situation often gives birth to some precious 

things. When encountering a significant impact from the outside, it is 

easier for human beings to work together to form a community. During the 

earthquake rescue and post-disaster reconstruction process, many non-profit 

organizations have accumulated in Sichuan, most of which come from local 

people. Simultaneously, the government has also established a relatively 

complete administrative support and organizational cultivation system, and 

Sichuan residents' awareness of third-party social organizations has also laid 

a solid foundation in this disaster.

After 2008, the development of social organizations in Chengdu has 

been remarkable. By the end of 2018, 10 years later, according to official 

statistics, the number of registered social organizations in Chengdu has 

reached 11,129, and the number of social work organizations has reached 

522, which greatly complements the city's livelihood services and community 

development governance. 

Here, social organizations and communities genuinely stick together.

Overall, the community forms faced in the practical work of urban 

community construction are divided into administrative dependence, 

entrusted market, development participation, and consensus co-governance. 

From administrative dependence to consensus and co-governance, 

it can be said that it is the embodiment of the continuous process of 

community governance development and changes, showing some consensus 

characteristics: "One is that the main body of community governance is 

gradually changing from single to multiple; The bottom-based approach has 

been transformed into a combination of top-down and bottom-up; the third 

is the gradual shift from singular governance to pluralism." [1]

Based on this consensus feature, today, after developing the 

community-building work in two stages, when we start the research and 

action of building a "social governance community", we need to mobilize 

more participants and make more diverse efforts. In this way, coordinate 

government departments and civil forces to complement each other's 

advantages and build communities in a more creative and more prosperous 

way.

Then cross-border collaboration between different disciplines to 

explore creative community work methods is an inevitable action-oriented.

4. The inevitable crossover and artistic 

attempt.

(1) The cross-border inevitability under the background of the 

"individualization era."

Human beings have been transforming into an "individualized society" 

in the process of modernization. After the Industrial Revolution, people 

who were initially in the villages and on the land became "free laborers," and 

the trend of individualization was beginning to emerge. After information 
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ᡝᎭ˴ᬌᅔ˰ྵḰ˜ͼྺࡋᡝᬺ͇ͼဠḰᛳဠڢ࣪ၿ˟Ḱ

ਛ˯Ḱͼᰖ࠾ϡ˿Ꭽ͑࠾Ꭽڢߣ̩˜෭మ͒ͽԳәḰߝ௯ਞᝈࡋ

ˈҊᒵᢾᄒ᧠ǕĄṟ�ṡ

ᤐሠ৹юڢУ့ᔽڒзఇ᥎ԯၿḰڢԯᤂکӥḰ۪݀᧟ࡇ˦

ቒѫǕᤐ௯ဠࣤͅᄒᇳ̖͠Ϭझ࿌টǕ

ǔᝃѻࣖࠚᏰǔᓰిࣂзܹᄒᇳ͠ږḰˆܚᤐರᄒᇳ͠ឮڢ

͇ԫஓऒᦒǔᇳ͠ృ౦ǔᇳӥᒵፀፃኖᦘڢˈᄒ͇ࠌᬍᛩҷ

ᤑᛩጒḬ੦ԫ߮ሡӒૂᇳ͠ࣂǔᓰిǔᇳ߮͠ǔ̩ዥ߮ǔभ

ኛ߮ǔၿট߮ኖ߮ሡḭǕڢᤐ˜ᤇሶ˟Ḱݨͽࠌဠ̩ˉ̩ᄒ࠳សǔ

ՔḰݨͽभቩᡙࠣѵ̜ک฿֟ο͒Ḱݨͽ౦भЩᄒਛ˯ጏፚǔ

ชࣂᄒਞᆄүᄒڢߣ᧐̩͋Ъ̎ᒵװҳᇳӥᝫਞḰᤑᏳܡ

Ǖ᧠˦ࡇॲ௵ࡋ

សӱ˦᧠ᄒᆙ࠳ጒᤇሶ˟ḰˈᇳᏎ˰ᄒ߮ሡڢ

ቋࠌᢃ՜ḰᏳăᇳӥĄ֟ăᓰిĄᄒᄹ᥍Ḱ˿˦ঁཱǕ

Ḭ̌ḭᦘ͇।ᇳӥࣂ˟ᄒᓰిࡅភ

ᓰిᄒˠܻࠥರǔӒࠜǔՃਞǔ͇ԫڊऌ̎ᇳ͠ဠڬᄒ

ၿḰΖॲߺ˦̩ዥ᭯࠳ᤐ˜ˏ႕ḰᤑᛩᛳᤂḰभቩ̜฿ᄒፘ

ᇳڢᬍឮḰద௯ږ۳ӥᬮᄒکឮसǕᓰి௯ʿሠ෭మனәݴ

ӥࣂ˟Ճ͇ᆙቋϖ᧥ᄒ᧠ชǕ

�� ࣺబरکڢޅ᭖ங༳ᄒϓḰᇳ͠ፀፃڢॊោঋਥᏰˌ˒

ᄒϓ˿మʿ̗ˌ˒ᄒᓰిڌḰඓݨʿ̗ϪңᄒڌḰ̽͋ᤸ

ᤇට͝ңڬᄒॖसḰڢ༳ӥԥᄸଔፔ༳ට̑ҷḰፔ༳ට߿ਰḰϪॿ

္ਰǕᤏమ˵ḰႁՒሠՒರᄒ˵ٰḰˠࠥ᭖ՙ༳ӥᄒ᧠भࣂǕ

ঋਥᏰ͋ᒵՒ˜᭯Ḱڊ൭ࡋమᒵᓰిᬛಫᄒঋਥᏰ͋ᤊႁᓰ

ిᄒชḰڢॏ̎࠳༳ට͋ᡙҊ४ݦᄒ߿֟ўᐙ̩ॿᴊᓊ̩ॿ

ᄒႁǕͶ௯̽͋ࣻᤑᛩጏፚᄒᆙቋೣ္Ḱదܻᄒۻ ă̎эᮭĄ

ᄒឌසḰڢʿሠˈᒵᝈک࿌টˆरޅႁᓰిᄒชǕ

ՙᅆ൬ᄒᇳڌࣂभቩ͇ՙḰమਛដکԥႁᓰి˦ᒵ

ᄒࣂ੬ชᄒ˿ᤏమḰඓ឵ݨХᄦᤐರᄒృ౦Ḱߺቩᄒϓࡋ

४ᇀḰႁᓰిᄒ੬ชϪХᄦḰፔࡘටପΡᄒఱҴˈ௯ʿᓒᄒ

ᇳࣂఱҴḰᏳ௯ХЩᓰిᄒఱҴǕͶ௯̎࠳ᓰిࣂชᄒጏፚᝫ

ដḰፘܻ݀ᄒᇳࣂృ౦ᤏ௯ˈᡤᄒḰᙒཱమʿ̗ᇳࣂృ౦ᒵᝈˈ

ᒵᝈکᤊႁ̈ʿ̗ᓰిᄒ੬ชḰͶ௯࠳ᓰిᄒᝫដཱᎭ˴ጏፚᝫ

ᆄ֟ˌ˒ᆙቋೣ္ᄒᤇሶǕ

technology and artificial intelligence have become general technologies 

in the 21st century, the trend of individualization has become more 

and more apparent. People can already exist separately, assembled from 

invisible information ties into invisible and efficient cooperation. The rise 

of the "home" culture and the "takeaway" industry is the most comfortable 

individual phenomenon to see.

The social interaction that people participate in daily is indeed 

decreasing sharply. The more people tend to be alone, the less change in 

life, the less the memory is attached to, the more difficult it is for individual 

uniqueness to be reflected, the lack of value and meaning of individual 

existence, and the lack of experience, to its importance. This situation is 

standard across the world, especially in developed regions and large cities. 

This is the state of social sub-health brought about by modernity.

In this social context, domestic and foreign social workers, artists, 

planners, government departments, social institutions, and community self-

government organizations are continually exploring with practical actions 

(involved disciplines include social work, art, social science, anthropology, 

architecture, ecology, etc.). In this process, how to realize the dialogue and 

cooperation between people, establish close communication and trust, build 

a shared meaning system, increase the sense of community identity, and 

then arouse people's sense of self-existence is incredibly essential.

In the exploration, interdisciplinary dialogue and collaboration between 

different communities have become a necessary research and practice 

direction, and the encounter of "community" and "art" has also become 

inevitable.

(2) Art attempts in the past community work in Chengdu

The rich diversity, inclusiveness, sensibility, and growth of art in 

response to the social scene make it an excellent way for humans to express 

themselves and establish communication in the face of the world. Art is an 

international language without cultural and geographical divisions, and it is 

an important method that can be studied and used in community work.

At the beginning of the earthquake relief in 2008, social organizations 

also had some professional art teams when emphasizing volunteers' 

professionalism, such as some theater teams. They directly interacted with 

the victims in the disaster area through the form of a public theater. The 

victims are comforted and psychologically comforted. There is also a band 

that uses various musical instruments to enrich the reconstruction work in 

the disaster area after the earthquake. Volunteers come from all walks of 

life, so there are volunteers from art academies who use art methods, which 

played a perfect role in comforting, cohesive, and inspiring to the victims at 

that time. However, they did not conduct systematic research and combing 

and started to use artistic methods in an unconscious state-based more on 

the appeal of "problem-solving."

Later, after establishing a real social work team, some consciously 

used art as their working methods. For example, organizations such as the 

charity faction were evident when they were established that they must use 

artistic techniques to do charity. The services provided by residents are not 

general social work services, but public art services. However, most social 

work organizations are still inadequate in their systematic understanding of 

artistic work methods. Although some social work organizations consciously 

or unconsciously use artistic techniques, their understanding of art still lacks 

systematic cognition and a professional research process.
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ᇳӥᄒՃ˦ḰڢᑈఈḰఽቮᓴࣗశጏፚೣ္ᓰి˅͇̎ۻ

͇ԫХЩᓰిᄒۻఽഘঘ֟ͅᛳಽΛǕ

Ḭʿḭᓰిڢᇳӥࣂ˟ᄒՃ˦

������ ͇ᇳ͠Ꮗᐺ᧠ܐᇳᏎ͑ϡ҄

Ꮗᄒឮᛳᤂࠎ̎ۻᏇ௯᭬҆ᄦᄒ৹ਞ҄Ḱᓰిҁ௯ࠎ

सǕ̸ ᏇѫԯḰ͇ࠎ ᏇᐺᛲॼᐺǔᐺḰ͇ Ꮗᐺ᧠ܐᇳᏎᄒ͑ϡ҄Ǖ

ᘈГڢۺ ���� ࣺ � భ੦ᗋǚ̎࠳ஜᐺ˰ਛᝁǛ˟Ḱ࠺Ꮗᐺѽ˦

̓ሠஜᐺ˰ʿḰᝫ˦ăᏇਞᏰḰՔᏇ˨ˉ࠼˙Ᏻ˰Ḱ̶˳ဠˏ

႕ˉࠌͼˏ႕˰ḰᏳ˦ัೕǕĄᤸᤇᏇᐺḰՃ͇ପӬ̩͋ᄒᡢ֒

֟৹ḰದቩᏇݦᄒ̩ၿᝂ֟ˏ႕ᝂǕ

ăᏇᐺᙒཱޅፄᛳဠ˦ʿሠਞҷᤇሶḰͶࠏڢͼᄒਞॖ

स˟ໍᅔ္ᄒᇳ͠зࠜḰڢ˧ͼᄒਞᄸᝂ˟ԓՆکርᅔ̩

ዥᄒ္ᑧүḰߺ ͇ʿሠྺᄒसᤑᛩॼͼᏇᄒУ᭯ஜᐺǕĄṟ�ṡ

Ꮗᛩ˦௯ˉ˜ͼၿ֙࿌টǔቩ̩ಳǔ፴Քбኖጓࠣᐗጏࠎ

ᄒ�ǕᤸᤇᏇᐺᛩҷḰՃ͇ँญᏳຏТکफ़ࡘ׆ටᄒ৹ਞǔਏǔর

ਏǔਛঋ֟ಳǕɣ ࠥᇳӥᄒனәዽሀၿḰ༗ᡙԨˉᏰᄒ৹፤ͼᰖḰ

మҸ̎ۺб᰼ࡃ৹Ḱପ᰼ᝫᆄᑧүḰᴊᓊࡘට˦ࠌဠᒵ͑ϡ֟

ҁʿѵᏇݦᄒ̋ྵᏳݔԯ՜˅Ǖ

������ ༗ԯᇳӥਏүᄒϼәҖ

ᓰిᄒˌ˒ᝳጿᄒಱॿ௯ᝳጿЮమҁᄒḰՃਞᣉәᄒˌ

˒ᛳᤂᑧүǕඓ̎ۻݨ࣪ڗЀᄒҁᝅᝈᣉәǔ̎ۻᇳӥஔ̋

ᄒңәҳ֟ࣂᛳǔ̎ۻԓՆংᄒᮋ˵ᛳᤂǔᤸᤇᓰిҳࣂḰ

ᑧܽ࠺࣪ၿᤑᛩᬓၿәվဠḰ͇దЮਏүᄒसୌभ࠳

សḰभቩЪጏǕᑧܽ༗ԯܻԨˉᏰ࠳ᇳӥᄒਏǕ

������ Ճ͇ୌभЪጏࠌဠ࠳សᄒ̶̜̑

ᓰిᄒˠܻࠥರՃ͇˦̶̜̑Ḱᛪၿѫ݀᧢ᄒᇳӥҷḰ

˦ୌभࡘට˰̟ၿЪᐗᄒፀፃፏ౦ᄒЪǕඓݨႋफ़Ѵ̢

͠ǔᮋ˵෪ᴥǔன߮घǔफ़ࣂڲኖᓰిҷḰඓݨፓႏǔґǔ

੯ಈǔોᠣኖ੬ࣂᓰзࠜኖॖस֟зࠜḰᦘՃ͇ΖࡘටᡔѫࠚԨ

ҳХЩҷḰڢԨҳХЩҷᄒᤇሶॏ˟ᤲບۺбࡘට̎࠳ᇳӥ

̋ҴᄒЫᡢḰ̸ᏳᗁăᇳӥਞĄǕ

������ ܻ߮ሡᐗҷᄒᆄដၿ̟

ᇳࡡḰҁదԫྵᄒឮसḰ᭯ࡗࡡᓰిᄒឮԯڢ

ӥࣂᄒᆄដᤀ႕ḿḰᓰిˉᇳ߮͠ǔ߮מǔஜᐺ߮ኖᮟ۳ᦘ

మँญᄒᐗҷகऌǕЭ˟ᓰిॿ္߮ǔᓰిᇳ߮͠ኖዥḰద௯ˉ

ᇳӥࣂమጓࠣЪᐗǕ

Ḭᓰిᇳ߮͠Ḱ௯ᇳ߮͠Ѵ߮ሡǕຖແ̎Ꮗ߮Ḱॖ
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5. Public Art and Community Work

Based on the above background, this chapter hopes to systematically 

sort out the available space of art in the community and the basic concepts 

and representative cases of public art.

(1) Available space for art in community work

5.1.1. Reshape community value judgments with social, aesthetic 

education

Aesthetics is an emotional judgment of non-interest, and artistic 

creation is based on aesthetic language expression. From the perspective of 

aesthetics, aesthetic education supplements moral and intellectual education, 

and aesthetic education reshapes the community's value judgment. Yuanpei 

Cai listed aesthetic education as one of the five types of education in his 

"Opinions on New Education" in February 1912. He believed that "beautiful 

people are in harmony with beauty and dignity, and are between the 

phenomenal world and the physical world. For Jinliang." Through aesthetic 

education, people's taste and sentiment can be enhanced, and a good outlook 

on life and the world can be established.

"Although aesthetic education always manifests as a process of 

perceptual activity, it dissolves rational social content in the perceptual form 

of the object and historically accumulates human rationality in the perceptual 

intuition of the subject. It uniquely conducts morality. Comprehensive 

education of intellectual, physical, and beauty." [3]

Aesthetic behavior is closely related to the individual's life state, 

independent personality, and comprehensive literacy. Through aesthetic 

education actions, residents' emotions, imagination, thoughts, will, and 

character can be widely and deeply affected. Enriching the community's 

cultural and spiritual life, arousing the emotional experience of participants, 

helping to cultivate noble sentiment, improve cognitive ability, and 

encourage residents to strive for self-worth and create all beautiful things.

5.1.2. A catalyst to stimulate the imagination of the community

The core of professional artistic training is to train creative and 

perceptually transformable professional expression skills. For example, 

creative visual transformation based on daily images, dramatic processing, 

and performance-based on community stories, musical expression based on 

historical memory, and artistic processing can unfamiliarize daily life while 

building dialogue more imaginatively. Build relationships. It can stimulate 

the imagination of many participants in the community.

5.1.3. An interactive medium that can build relationships to achieve 

dialogue

The rich diversity of art can be used as an interactive medium, deriving 

many community activities, and becoming a key element in building a 

connected organizational structure between residents. For example, film 

sharing sessions, music salons, literary lectures, photography workshops, 

and other artistic activities, such as painting, woodcutting, tie-dyeing, 

collage, and other handicraft content and other forms and contents, can 

enable residents to go out of their homes to participate in public activities 

and participate in public activities In the process, we gradually cultivate 

residents' interest in community affairs, thereby creating a "community 

sense."

5.1.4. Multidisciplinary linkage of knowledge production

At the level of language development of art, create a more transitive 

way of language while expanding the knowledge boundary of community 

work; at the same time, art and sociology, philosophy, pedagogy, and other 

fields have extensive linkage effects. Among them, art psychology and art 

sociology are closely related to community work.

(Art sociology refers to the branch of sociology. It originated from 

Western aesthetics and was formed in the 1920s. This term was coined by 

the German scholar Hausenstein. It mainly studies the social foundation 

of art; different artistic styles and artistic styles, The social roots of the 

changes; the aesthetic tastes and appreciative psychology of different cultural 

classes and their social evaluation of artworks; the social phenomena, social 

problems, and social ideals reflected in art; the social status and social role 

of artists, etc. [4]
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Art psychology is also called "literary psychology". The science 

of studying literature, art, and its laws with psychological viewpoints 

and methods. One of the branches of aesthetics and literature. It is an 

interdisciplinary subject that combines literature and art with psychology 

and other related subjects. Including literary creation psychology, literary 

works psychology, and literary acceptance psychology. Literary creation 

psychology mainly studies the construction of the creative subject's 

psychological structure, the accumulation of psychological experience, the 

formation of creative motivation, the intuition, feeling, experience, and 

judgment of social life, the association, imagination, emotion, volition, and 

artistic conception. , Psychological characteristics in artistic expression, etc. 

The psychology of literary works mainly studies the materialized forms of 

the artist's psychological activities, the psychological connotation of artistic 

images and artistic conceptions, and characters' psychological characteristics. 

Literary reception psychology mainly studies the recipient's appreciative 

interest, psychological process, feeling, experience, and re-creation of 

artwork. These three are interrelated and explore the social and historical 

roots of literary psychology about social psychology. [5])

5.1.5. The psychological healing function of art

  Art healing is a discipline that combines art and psychology. Since 

the 1950s, art therapy has gradually been recognized and applied by the 

public. Nowadays, art therapy has become an essential means of evaluating, 

communicating, and healing children and adults in Europe and America. 

Although contemporary art healing is still a relatively new field, art has 

always accompanied human development. Before words appeared, humans 

used murals, dances, and other forms as vehicles for expressing emotions 

and thoughts.

Art healing is a definitive treatment that improves participants' 

physical, mental, and emotional health through the creative process of art. 

The process of self-expression of participants and the artistic works produced 

help them understand emotional conflicts, increase self-awareness, manage 

behavior, reduce stress, develop social skills, and enhance self-esteem. It is a 

way to build the inner strength and resilience of participants.

5.1.6. Impact on life and awakening

"Art makes people become humans" and become a self-aware, dignified 

and existential person.

It is hoped that art will be used as a language to connect the 

community, calling on people to face the daily life creatively, to transform 

the 80% of the ordinary in life, so that it can show the "extraordinary" of life 

the "daily" Come. Moreover, because of this "extraordinary," one acquires 

the sense of human dignity, recognizes the value of one's existence, and 

constructs the meaning of life, thereby stimulating the city's vitality.

By influencing life and awakening life, we can grow better public 

relations and better people. After all, the increasing perfection of everyone is 

the increasing perfection of a city, and everyone's happiness is the happiness 

of a city.

(2) Basic concepts of public art

The concept of public art originally came from the West. Whether it is 

public art or community art, "public" here includes spontaneous, collective, 

social, and local meanings. In other words, public art refers more to a self-

organized, local, and collective public practice. Art with such properties or 

characteristics can be called public art. (These characteristics coincide with 

social organization.)

Just as the famous curator Zhenhua Sun said, "Public art is not an 

inviolable field of the so-called "artists," but nature and humanities, history 

and development. They are in a state of harmony, symbiosis, and mutual 

benefit. Art is not just for artists. All social strata should participate in urban 

public art."

Through the development of art projects, the entire city's life and 

order will become a field to be determined. With the joint work of artists 

and social workers, urban residents' participation will be linked to exploring 

more and more abundant public spaces, so that spaces can be created 

anytime, anywhere. Be transformed, be presented.

Public art activates public space, and public space creates public 

relations. In this context, social relations in the city can be reshaped.
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(3) Representative cases of public art in the 

community
 

In Chengdu, cases of public art in the community are not uncommon. 

Here are three cases, which in turn represent the three types of "artist-led", 

"artist and social worker cooperation", and "social worker-led".

 5.3.1. Case 1 "Residence: A Plan for a Foreign Country."

In 2018, in the "Chengdu Pompidou: "Global "Cities International Art 

Biennale" co-sponsored by the Pompidou National Art and Culture Center, 

Mao Jihong Art Foundation (MJHAF), and Chengdu Media Group, a group of 

Australian artists Alfredo and Isabel Aquilizan's large-scale public interactive 

installation "In-Habit: Project Another Country" (In-Habit: Project Another 

Country) is an impressive work.

The artist stayed in Chengdu for a long time before creating "Residence: 

A Hometown Project". With the assistance of social workers from the I U 

SEE Community Development Center, the artist invited young families, 

students, and residents of Chengdu to participate in the work's conception 

and creation. In, 1,000 imaginary "urban dwellings" were made with a large 

number of waste cardboard boxes. The artist made the collected 1,000 carton 

houses into a massive butterfly-shaped structure, which looks like a satellite 

or an inverted church dome. The audience can be at the core of the "dome" 

and look around the houses with different appearances, and the residents 

participating in the production can find houses they have made.

The city is the place where people live, and the urban space is 

constructed by gathering people. On the other hand, the city is also a shelter 

for people. Here the artist creates a social space with residents' participation 

and for collective activities.
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5.3.2. Case 2, "Secret Archives of Urban Childhood."

CCSA is short for City Childhood Secret Archives. It is a public art 

project initiated by artists Hu Yanzi and Zhao Xuetong. This project does not 

attempt to spy on personal childhood privacy but hopes to present an ever-

expanding network of childhood memories and conversations through the 

secret exchange, misreading, deduction, or games.

CCSA's first display was in the 2019 iSTART Art Festival, inviting 12 

artists to create childhood magic boxes. At the same time, it cooperated with 

dozens of Aiyou Opera social workers to collect hundreds of secret files of 

urban residents. In the workshop·Community Public Art Festival, CCSA 

collected the second batch of residents' files and presented them in the 

exhibition hall. Residents can check and leave new secret files on-site at any 

time.

After the festival ended, CCSA began cooperating with local community 

agencies to make the archives normalized community equipment in the city.
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5.3.3. Case 3, "Love Museum."

"Love Museum" is a community space development project jointly 

initiated by Chengdu I U SEE Community Development Center and Pitong 

Street, Pidu District.

The social workers and residents used the "story hall" working method 

to develop a new spatial imagination about the 120-square-meter idle space 

in Fulong Community and the inside of the computer room of an abandoned 

small hydropower station (Puoluotan Power Station). The government 

jointly initiates the working mechanism, social organizations, enterprises, 

and universities. Volunteers, residents, and artists are invited to participate, 

exploring new forms of participation that lead to specific community issues 

and create new community spaces.

The Love Museum project has the following characteristics:

·The government takes the lead, social organizations, enterprises, and 

universities jointly sponsor, and volunteers, the public, and artists participate

·Publicity: countdown, official account, offline, in the community, in 

the enterprise, in the community

·Recruitment: community curators, love ambassadors, publicity officers, 

designers, exhibitors

· Joint exhibition, management, and operation of the community 

volunteer team
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6. Community Public Art Festival and 

Community Building

(1) Community public art can respond to the specific needs of 

community creation

It is recognized in the field of community construction in Chengdu that 

although the current community work has a good foundation, there is still 

room for improvement. Mainly reflected in the following five points:

·In the development and utilization of the urban community's resources, 

cultural construction, power, and responsibilities are scattered, and they do 

their things. The lack of macro planning has caused the community's cultural 

resources to be idle and not fully utilized;

·There is still a gap between community services and meeting the 

growing diverse needs of the residents. The service content is still single and 

scattered, the service methods are still relatively primitive and backward, the 

service level is low, and the subjective participation of community residents 

is not high;

·Simplify the construction of community culture, thinking that cultural 

construction is to add some fitness equipment and build several cultural and 

sports activity rooms, resulting in a single and repeated community cultural 

infrastructure and low utilization of cultural facilities;

·The acceleration of urbanization has brought about population 

mobility, alienation, and indifference, and residents' sense of belonging to 

the community still needs to be cultivated.

·The inadequacy of community culture's production function has led 

to passive acceptance by residents, lack of participation and creativity by 

residents, and naturally insufficient recognition of community culture.

At the community creation level, public art can be carried out through 

four aspects: community space creation, community relationship creation, 

community story creation, and community aesthetic creation. The five 

improvements mentioned above can all be responded to and improved 

through public art activities.

(2) Planning steps of community public art festival

A significant feature of community work is to make continuous 

dynamic adjustments based on the scene, so the art festival planning in the 

community also needs to be open, coordinated, and dynamically adjusted 

in the face of specific community characteristics. There is no single "correct 

answer" and "uniform standard"; all work is to be able to accurately and 

adequately convey the meaning of the planning content; planners need to 

focus on the "core issues" of planning reasonably. Carry out actions to bring 

people, things, and things together, establish associations, form dialogues, 

derive actions, carry out knowledge production and cognitive shaping, and 

ultimately positively affect social development.

Therefore, the planning steps mentioned here are just a relatively 

primary and conventional working method under normal circumstances, for 

reference to colleagues working in this field.

6.2.1. Choose professional curators with community work experience

The curator's full name is "exhibition planner," which refers to 

professionals who are responsible for the conception, organization, and 

management of art exhibition activities. The curator is often compared to a 

"Story Teller"-the professional field's knowledge is explained through words, 

images, and later new media methods, and clues are used to guide the 

public through different themes and concepts. The content and process are 

designed to tell stories in a whisper, turning knowledge and information into 

an intuitive experience and experience.

Professional curators can use reasonable and scientific methods 

to organize art festival planning in an orderly and effective manner, link 
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resources, train talents, and build professional working groups—a high-level 

presentation of an art festival. (The specific work content involved can be 

understood from the detailed Introduction later).

If you want to launch an art festival in the community, it is essential to 

find a curatorial expertise and community work experience.

6.2.2. Research and Questions

The community public art festival should avoid airborne. The first step 

in the planning work of the promoters and curators in the community is 

to conduct community research on the spot, understand the community's 

history facing the curator, and ask questions according to the target. The art 

festival planning should be combined with local differentiation, deeply enter 

each community, respect the local characteristics of each community, and set 

specific content in a "one company, one product" approach.

In the survey, we will examine and clarify the issues discussed in the 

art festival, the methods used, face the scene, ask questions, discuss issues, 

and respond to collaboration issues.

6.2.3. Establish an interdisciplinary dialogue mechanism

Community public art festivals need to link different professional 

groups to generate dialogue. The community is a common field, and any 

single discipline is one-sided. It is necessary to establish a research dialogue 

mechanism between social workers, artists, social scholars, anthropologists, 

pedagogy, history, ecology, and other research groups related to the 

community, and find more Joint action by like-minded partners.

6.2.4. Establish a rich content section

The content of the community public art festival needs to have a 

certain degree of richness. This richness of content can enable participants of 

different ages, identities, and occupations to choose what they need, and can 

have sufficient public participation and have "publicity.". " From the content 

form, it can include lectures, workshops, performances, exhibitions, forums, 

salons, screenings, markets, and other different forms.

6.2.5. Establish the organizational structure and working mechanism of 

the scientific profession

A scientific professional organization structure and working mechanism 

are the necessary guarantees for the community public art festival's smooth 

development. For details, see the third subsection "Professional Organization 

Structure of Public Art Festival" in this chapter.

6.2.6. Find a suitable display space

Different spaces face different groups of people, and art curation in the 

community needs to find suitable display spaces for different community 

groups and design the display methods accordingly. Living rooms, streets, 

community leisure spaces, networks, shops, etc. can all become effective 

display spaces in the community.

6.2.7. Recording, dissemination, and documentation

During the art festival, it is necessary to do an excellent job of 

Recording and publicity, which can witness the development of the art 

festival and extend more topics and attract more community residents to 

participate. This process of communication and participation in public and 

interactive. Necessary process.

At the same time, document collation based on useful records is also 

necessary material for subsequent research.

6.2.8. Feedback collection and follow-up research

The art festival needs to set up a series of feedback collection 

mechanisms such as "audience survey form," "online opinion collection," 

and "participant interviews." Through feedback collection and research, the 

follow-up planning and normalization of the art festival can be achieved. The 

activities played a role in correction and promotion.
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(3) Professional organization structure of the public art festival

6.3.1 Basic work structure diagram

Effective work institutions need to be tested by on-site practice. Here 

is the work structure that the author has gone through in this workshop and 

community public art festival:

ᇴӦЦЪᓱీᓵኟѼፁፄፐ౧

"SUJTU�T�QSFWJPVT�XPSLT��4UBJST�
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Э᠒Ą˰ܹḰᤏమă༯ᛲͷĄᄒ፴ՔᑧүǕ

ˆனឨፂᄒ̶ፉඐʿ˜ࣂፀᄒЮͼࣂѴࣂǕ

ኞ̩ࡡḾ

ᓰిᓴ়᠒̩

ᇀᓰిᓴᄒ՜

ୌभᓰిᓴࣂ˧ͼ

ᮒᄴᠳແऻТଔ

ᮒᄴरࡡзࠜ֟ࠌᢃसᄒͼኞѻǔ־᠗μច

ᮒᄴ˧ͼзࠜࠁፏ˰ՙᄒ߮ిᆙቋೣ္

ᠳແፚኪḾ

ࣹᛮᮒᄴᠳແ

ᗈࠌᇳ͠ՔЪጏǔԨˉ̩ֈ

ឈͭμចᮒᄴзࠜ֟ࠌᢃसॲ͇ࠌဠ

ፀፃፚኪḾ

Уࡕઊକᓰిᓴͼᛩࣂ

ᛩፀፃѴᦩکऌᤑᛩᗈ࠳

ଖᤑǔᗈ֟ࠌμចᮒᄴమகࠁ

᠑ҴፀḾ

ᮒᄴᮝኳឨፂᝃѻ

᠑Ҵઙ᠕ಞіୌभ

ԨˉᏰăᯄࠟᛩĄᝃѻᮝࠈ

᠑Ҵࠌᬍᔑᠨஎᬿ္

᠑Ҵઙᩡˉᠳ᧣ԯஒ

គᝨፀḾ

ᮒᄴᝅᝈጏፚᝃѻ

ᮒᄴ˧ᮭᝅᝈគᝨ

ҷ๚ઙគᝨ

ҷͤࠐГគᝨ

គᝨࠌͼҌǔဠྵڬரୌគ

Ḭ֏ᤀᛪၿ־គᝨḭ

6.3.2. Introduction to the work content of each working group

In actual operation, once the planning and implementation of the art 

festival officially start, its work will behave like a sophisticated instrument, 

requiring all workers to clarify their job roles, complete their work on 

time and efficiently, while ensuring accuracy and Professionalism. Any 

omission in any link will affect the whole body immediately. Therefore, the 

working group members must have the comprehensive ability of "flexible 

replacement" in addition to "doing their duties."

The specific work division of each working group is detailed below.

Curator:

Head of Art Festival

Clarify the direction of the festival

Build the main body of the art festival

Project resource introduction link

Overall planning and quality assurance of project development content 

and practice methods

Academic research after the main content of the project is completed

Resource coordination:

Balancing project resources

Implement social partnerships and participants

Evaluation to ensure that the project content and practice methods are 

realized

Organization and coordination:

Overall control of the overall execution of the art festival

Corresponding to the implementation of the organization allocation

Promote, implement and ensure the practical completion of the project

Finance Group:

Detailed project budget planning

Financial reporting standard construction

Participants "board and lodging" planning and booking

Collection of actual financial expenses

Financial reimbursement and fund release

Design Group:

Visual system planning

Visual design

Poster design

Promotion material design

Product design

(Design of Exclusive Merchandise)
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ԯፀࠐ �

ጏፚᝃѻͤࠐ

Մୌभࣹͤࠐ

߿ᝨѻሶͤࠐ

ᠳரஎᬿ္

னಽᎌр

ᎌᣬྨԯ࣓

ХЪፀḾ

ͼՔҚପᝃѻଔ

߿ឃڬଔǔဠ࠳ͼᠳர

ْࠞଔᤧǔᯄࠟ߿

ဠࠌڬᢃْࠞଔ२

ْࠞၿᬠͯǔᇲྵᡋᤧ

ॐፀḾ

ભེǔЀᝃѻ

ભེǔЀሶ߿

ભེǔЀဠڬॐ

ེྦྷǔᝅᮨ္ҥᣬ

ҴፀḾࡡ

ᮒᄴᗈکဠ࣓ڬᎾ

ဠڬᯄ־ᕘලіܴ

ԨˉᏰăᯄࠟᛩĄ߿ӱҸ

னခፀḾ

னခᛩᝃѻ

ᠳர᭒සҌࠈ

ᤑᠳரஎᬿ

ළ়னခҌ

Propaganda Group:

Propaganda system planning

Promotion platform construction

Publicity plan schedule

Data collection

Copywriting

Editing and publishing

Public Relations Team:

Prerequisite planning link for media cooperation

Media information docking, on-site interview arrangements

Guests picking up, boarding, and lodging arrangements

On-site practice guest reception

Accompanying guests and presenting gifts

Record group:

Photographing and video planning

Photo and video schedule

Could you take pictures and record them on-site?

Organize photos and videos

Exhibition Affairs Group:

Project landing site layout

On-site food and tea preparation

Participants' "board and lodging trip" arrangement assistance

Literature group:

Document execution plan

Data requirement formulation

Follow up data collection.

Summary document production
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ḬچḭᇳӥХЩᓰిᓴኞѻ˟ᄒดਛ̋ࠊ

hᇳӥХЩᓰిᓴᥠКॖस˧˯֟ఈᝂәḰѵ˰ᤇḰ

᭒ᮝ႙ЕѴᄒکڢӱḰ᭒μចᓰిᓴ˰ܹᄒ࣪টәᛩҷ

፦ԯၿǕ

hᇳӥХЩᓰిᓴѴᬅඈᅂᮭḰఉˈᬅඈ᭒эᄒ

ˈᮭǕᮔᆄˈᄒᇳ͠ԯࡡᬅඈ͠࠶ᒹ͋᭯࠳ᄒᮭˈḰ

ᓰిᓴᄒˈᬅඈՃ͇ࠌဠᄒᝯˈḰˈைᏎᄒᝅᝐ֟ቩᡤཊ

ˈǕ

hࣂଖᤑᤇሶ˟᭒μरஒᝯᄒটग֟ርោᄒॿটǕ

᭒៧ᆄដˈ௯˂ᑧᄒḰᓰిࠚˈ௯˂ᑧᄒḰᓰిኞࡡˈ௯˂ᑧᄒḰ

ґ࠼᧠ᇳӥဠڬᄒҷটԯࡡḰࠌѫࣂช˅ᄒោ֟͞

әǕ

h।݀ܳᅂḰ।ᤒᅂḰˈᑧҲᤋ҆Ǖᓰిᄒࣂช௯ڒ

ፑҁǔҁ֟ਞᆄᑧүਞᆄชᄒࣂḰˈᑧڢЭ˅Էҳ݂

ܻҲᑧឌසǕ

hॊោᓰిᓴኞѻ֟ᇳӥࣂᄒˌ˒Ḱୌभˌ˒ᄒፀፃፏ౦Ḱ

᧠ᝅˌ˒̩੮ᄒᐗҷḰસӊˉᝳۺǕԾమڢˌ˒᭯Աॲ̈ԯࡡ

ѫమகᄒᆄដ̟࠶ᢃጏፚәḰࣻࠌ᠗˅ᄒभದḰ੮ᑧઊЮͼᄒࠌ֟

ѫǕ

hܡҳᆙቋᏰᄒ൮ԨˉḰୌभˌ˒ࣹՄᄒӱృҌḰ͇ࠎ

Ᏻ᠒ᄒটगᤑТဠࡡڬरᛩҷǕ

hࡒՃᑧᄒᐗҷ᰼ಫᄒԨˉḰ˦Ϻܴ̩੮Ǖ

hˉࡘටکڢӱḰࣻጒୌभᓪᄒکڢӱృҌǕ

h͇ᓰిᮒᄴԯဠ̩Ḱ᥍ᝁ̩Ḱࠎᝅ̩Ḱ༗ԯ̩ḰబፄḰʿ

ѵᦘڈҊ̩Ǖᤸᤇᓰిᄒௌᬕ֟ՃਞḰΖڢᇳӥˉ᥍Ҋᓰి˿

ॣ൭᥍ᝁᄒඐʿ˜̩మ੦ஐԳǕ

㡀᱃ㆂ㔼

ͼ឵ḰᇳӥХЩᓰిཱᤏ௯ܳ̎ᇳӥᇳ͠ࣂชᄒ

ጒᬅඈḰͶ௯మЭԯঁࡡˉԓՆঁཱḰ४మՃᑧ͠ၿ

ѫʿጏѽᄒࣂชǕڢᄴҚᄒᬅඈḰ᭒ᇳ͠Ւ႕͇रஒᄒট

गḰՔүЩΰ᭒፦ᛩҷǕ

(4) Matters needing attention in the planning of community public art 

festival

·Community public art festivals should avoid formalism and 

landscaping, and must not act too hastily. It is necessary to reserve sufficient 

time for local consultations, and it is necessary to ensure that normalized 

actions outside the art festival continue to occur.

·Community public art festivals should look at issues in stages and 

clarify different issues that need to be resolved at different stages. It should 

be noted that different stages of social development will lead to different 

problems we face, different discussions that can be achieved at different 

stages of the art festival. Different ethnic groups have different perspectives 

and footholds.

·It is necessary to maintain an open discussion attitude and a favorable 

adjustment mentality during the work advancement process. Keep in mind 

that knowledge is not omnipotent, artists are not omnipotent, and art 

curation is not omnipotent. We must always respect the community site's 

dynamic development and make real-time adjustments and optimizations in 

working methods.

·Look at the big picture, and look at the long-term. The working 

method of art revolves around creativity, innovation, and perceptual 

perception methods and cannot be superimposed on too many functional 

demands.

· Emphasize the professionalism of art festival planning and community 

work, build a professional organizational structure, and attach importance 

to the linkage, recruitment, and training of professionals. Only by achieving 

development and substantial achievements in professionalism can specific 

practices be systematized and effectual knowledge output can be derived.

·Increase the simultaneous participation of researchers, build a 

professional platform for collaboration mechanism and enter the scene with 

a cautious and responsible attitude to start operations.

· As much as possible to link the participation of universities and 

reserve talents for the future.

· Negotiate with residents and explore the establishment of a benign 

local negotiation mechanism.

·Using art projects to discover people, meet people, examine people, 

inspire people, and ultimately, everything returns to people. Through 

the infinity and sensibility of art, everyone who meets each other in the 

community and encountering art has changed.

7. Conclusion

Overall, community public art is still in the new exploration stage of 

community social work methods. However, with its development necessity 

and historical inevitability, a series of work methods will likely grow in the 

future. At this stage, all society sectors need to adopt an open attitude and 

work together to promote the need for continuous action.
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